
BIKE TRANSFER RELEASE & WAIVER

Killary Gaelforce provides a bicycle transportation service. Do NOT use this 
service unless and until you have agreed to the following release & waiver.

Even though the utmost care has been taken in the preparation and transfer 
of your bike, Killary Gaelforce does not assume legal or other liability for any 
damage or any other errors that may occur.

Killary Gaelforce hereby formally disclaims liability in respect of such 
aforementioned matters.

BICYCLE TRANSPORTATION & STORAGE RELEASE AND WAIVER

1. I understand that a bicycle can be damaged during transportation 
regardless of packaging, and preventative steps taken by Killary Gaelforce.

2. I understand that Killary Gaelforce accepts no liability for damage and 
theft, (including any detachable items; including but not limited to helmet, 
computers, water bottles, gear bags, air pumps, etc. which are left attached 
to the bike for transportation), as a result of transportation, to bicycle, part, 
accessory, or personal belonging. I also acknowledge that it is my 
responsibility to ensure all kit/gear is securely attached to the bike and has 
my race number clearly marked.

3. I hereby agree with the following conditions and waiver agreement. I 
hereby for my heirs, their personal representatives, and myself agree to 
waiver release, discharge and hold harmless Killary Gaelforce, its officers, 
sponsor, organizers, volunteers, or other representatives will NOT be 
responsible for damage and theft. I acknowledge and agree that Killary 
Gaelforce shall NOT be liable for personal injuries, property damage, 
negligence, theft, mysterious disappearance, wrongful action, fire, water, 
flood, hurricane, explosion , or any other cause, and is hereby released, 
discharged and I agree to hold harmless Killary Gaelforce from all claims, 
losses, damages, liabilities, demands or expenses (including legal fees and 
costs) of any kind incurred by me arising out of my use of the Bicycle Trans-
portation Service.

4. I acknowledge that it is my responsibility to correctly apply the race num-
ber to the bike.

PLEASE SIGN FORM ON THE DAY TO INDICATE YOU UNDERSTAND THE 
TERMS OF THIS SERVICE


